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Welcome everyone to the 50th issue  
of our iPi Insider with the 3rd Quarter 

of 2022 the focus for this edition.

Some of you may not be aware but of course many are 
- I had the honour and privilege in taking the office of our 
(interim) CEO as of June, 2022. I take great pride in doing 
so. I would like to take this opportunity to express my 
sincere gratitude to Scott O’Reilly OBE for his outstanding 
leadership; this going back to early 2006. His stewardship, 
diligence and professional commitment to the steady 
and progressive growth of the iPi Group has been 
unquestionably remarkable. 

The iPi Group is what it is today given Scott’s strategic 
influence and guidance. I had the great pleasure of 
working alongside Scott for all those years and I must 
confess, I have big shoes to fill as he has set the bar 
extremely high. We are very grateful to retain Scott as an 
Executive Director - his skills, knowledge and experience 
thankfully we can still rely upon. 

CEO
Message from

the

Peter Long
Interim Chief Executive Officer
Peter.Long@iPiGroup.com.pg

I hold a deep respect in and for his recent decision 
to retire as our CEO and pursue family opportunities 
accordingly. We all wish him and his family all the very 
best in their future endeavours. 

Furthermore, I look forward to ensuring the iPi Group 
continues to achieve positive and progressive results. This 
will certainly be possible through the individual and collective 
support and cooperation from you all across the Group. 

Now let’s get into this exciting issue. As always, we begin 
with updates from the Business Development Director, Trent 
Scott. Next, Catering General Manager Dennis Sparks gives 
us a tour of this quarter’s highlights and progress. 

This is followed by another tasty Chicken Tikka Masala 
recipe shared by the amazing Christina Konenava over at 
SP Brewery POM.

Moving on, Gilson Koi writes about a Working on Heights 
Training undertaken by the lads from iPi Transport. All 
iPi Transport fleet operate out of Lae delivering fuel and 
precious cargo along the Highlands Highway and whist 
the delivery of such is important, so too is the training of 
those who keep the fleet operating. 
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Next, we read of Conrad Walu, an apprentice 
who completed his trade training in 
Commercial Cookery under the terrific 
supervision of Soni. Conrad is based at 
iPi SPB in Lae. 

Further, as you all read in the previous 
insider issue, Group IT Manager Sylvia 
Aihi is currently studying to complete her 
Leadership Program under the Australian 
PNG Awards. Here Syl shares with us an 
informative piece. 

Next, a donation made to Angau Memorial 
Hospital. The Tenkyu initiative is a reflection 
of our commitment to supporting the 
communities in which we operate. Then to 
another great achievement by our staff in the 
Port Moresby Head office. 

That’s not the end of it. The brilliant 
Lieutenant Colonel Boniface Aruma 
enlightens us with the Inter Youth Chaplaincy 
Day. We remain supportive of events that 
encourage the younger generation to be part 
of something that positive.

Next, meet Catering head chef in Vanimo 
FOB, Michael. Michael is featured in this 
issue’s staff profile. Callum then highlights 
the National Remembrance Day. This issue 
ends with raunraun images.

Enjoy the read and until then...work 
safe and play safe.

...Peter 
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From the Business Development

DESK...
Greetings from 
the Business 
Development Desk.

The third quarter of 
2022 has certainly been 
busy, most notable 
with a couple of very 
important projects 
commencing that 
saw us supporting 
the National General 
Elections and the 
finishing touches to 
the development of the 
New Enga Provincial 
Hospital.

iPi Transport in partnership with JohnStaff International 
Development (JID) has been providing the logistics support 
services to the New Enga Provincial Hospital in Wabag. 
We are very grateful of the opportunity with our Group’s 
own Engan heritage, to participate and support this well 
needed infrastructure and health services for PNG, knowing 
the positive impact it will have for generations in the 
communities, towns and regions we work in. 

With the borders now easing for travel, we have also seen 
the re-emergence of some of the annual key industry 

Trent Scott
Director - Business Development
Trent.Scott@iPiGroup.com.pg

conferences coming back online. An opportunity to meet 
with JID’s Projects & Programs Manager Mr Rick Mollmann 
at the recent PNG Investment forum held in Brisbane was 
also timely. The investment forum was well attended and 
was a great opportunity to meet with many of our valued 
clients, partners all in the one place. There were some 
notable speakers at the forum including Westpac Bank’s 
economists providing a brief and forecast on the PNG 
economy – with some of their key points being:

>  We are in a period of transition, moving from 
disinflationary forces, to inflationary forces and higher 
less stable inflation, higher interest rates and a tighter 
global labour market

>  Shipping Rates may ease, but container rates will likely 
be extreme

>  Food inflation expected to continue to rise, with current 
rates already 78% higher than the 2015-2019 averages

>  2022 headline inflation to be at or above 5% with key 
drivers continuing to be imported inflation through fuels 
(Transport) and food (Catering)

On the hospitality and food service front, iPi Catering was 
busy during the last 3 months supporting the National 
General Elections. With the Australian Government’s offer 
to provide safe and secure logistics support services, our 
talented men and women of iPi Catering were tasked with 
providing the quality meal service for Australia Defence Force 
personnel posted to Port Moresby for the NGE22 mission. I 
was happy to also hear the many positive conversations by 
the ADF personnel about their experiences here in PNG the 
scenery they saw when flying across the country and how 
many said they would love to return and spend more time 
exploring our beautiful and diverse country.

A big thank you to the ADF for their continued support and 
trust in iPi Catering. We look forward to supporting you 
again on your future training and Defence Cooperation 
Program activities here in PNG.

Well, that’s it from me this quarter... As always 
readers, until next time, stay safe, keep smiling... 
and Always do the right thing - Even when no one 
is looking!

Trent
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I must confess I am not a literary architect, but I do hope 
you enjoy the read as I reflect back on the 2nd quarter’s 
round of activities, we have been actively involved in.

The past few months have been busy for our Catering 
teams across Papua New Guinea. I would like to take this 
opportunity, to extend my appreciation and gratitude to 
each and every one who continue to work seamlessly to 
deliver excellent foodservice to our clients. 

I will begin with our work with the PNG Defence Force. 
We recently executed the annual Gunfire Breakfast on 
Remembrance Day and that went off wonderfully well, 
leaving our Defenders of our Nation happy and satisfied. 
Well done to all of you who participated from the planning 
of the event to the cleanup at the end, again you have 
showcased our team work. 

General Manager’s 

THOUGHTS...
Dennis Sparks
General Manager iPi Catering
Dennis.Sparks@iPiGroup.com.pg

We again had the great pleasure of feeding members of 
the Australian Defence Force while they were providing 
Logistics and Support during our 2022 National General 
Election. The last large scale food service we provided 
was to the Australian Defence force was for their security 
provision during APEC 20218. True to form, our Catering 
team onsite did an amazing job and I am beyond proud 
of what our team achieved. Thank you to the ADF Troops 
for positive feedback and appreciation shown. To excel in 
one’s duties is all in a day’s work for us. 

To our Client at the South Pacific Brewery, Congratulations 
on the 70th Anniversary of the Brewery. 

Not forgetting to mention our Catering teams at South Pacific 
Breweries 2 operations they have in country. As always, our 
focus in ensuring the good and decent people of the South 
Pacific Brewery receive quality meals remains unswerving.

Welcome back to iPi John Levita, our Site Supervisor for 
South Pacific Brewery Lae. John is no stranger to the iPi 
family, he was previously with Mt Lodge in Porgera after a 
brief departure from us he like so many others has come 
back to the fold of iPi Catering. 

I would also like welcome back on aboard Soni Taka. We 
are glad to have Soni re-join our training team. Soni has 
and is doing a phenomenal work over at SP Brewery Lae 
as chef trainer. I applaud Soni for doing a great job, one 
of many recent successes was finalising the training in 
both theory and practical assessments for Conrad Walu 
who has completed his final year of his apprenticeship. 
Congratulations Conrad. 

At the head of our South Pacific Brewery team, we have 
Christina, she is also no stranger to iPi Catering, as one of our 
Port Moresby based longest-term and dedicated employees 
who has been with us for several years now since the Dream 

Greetings everyone, 

What the Third quarter is here already?

This is the first of the articles I will be writing 
as the General Manager of iPi Catering.



Recipe for Success:  
Chicken Tikka Masala 
Christina Kovenava
Site Supervisor - iPi SPB Port Moresby
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Inn days. Christina is currently the site supervisor at South 
Pacific Brewery Port Moresby. I have great aspirations 
for her to lead the way for more Women in the Work 
force, what a great positive example she is for all aspiring 
women to join the workforce. 

Continuing on the note of Gender Equality and 
Empowerment through opportunities, I would like to 
highlight that iPi Catering will always encourage and 
pursue gender equality in the workforce. Across the 
Group, we have so many women in Management and 
who aspire to be more for the betterment of this Great 
Nation. Through continuing support of Gender Equality 
and Empowerment, this Nation can only become greater. 
Women in careers have contributed to the ever-growing 
success of iPi Catering and the Group as a whole. 

Our Group IT manager, Sylvia Aihi is at this moment 
in Adelaide Australia attending a graduate certificate 
course in Australia, this through the Australian Awards 
in for Leadership. This is of course exciting news and an 
excellent contribution to the company. Thank you so much 
to the Australian Government for supporting the growth of 
Papua New Guinea through initiatives such as this. 

It is never good to say farewell to our fellow workers, 
we just recently farewelled Wycliff Masabwau who 
has gone off to further his career in accounting. There 
is always a positive in every situation and as much 
as we don’t like to say farewell to our employees, this 
gives us as a company, an opportunity to bring in fresh 
minds so that they can experience working in a great 
company like iPi. We wish Wycliff all the very best in his 
future endeavours.

Continuing with positives, we have come through 
some challenging times. Covid-19 pandemic sure was 
that extremely challenging for us and the entire globe 
as well. Thank you to all of our clients and suppliers 
who all contributed positively through this Pandemic 
with the level of support you offered and the way we 
all managed to work together for the best positive 
outcomes. It is the biggest challenge the world has 
faced for a very long time but challenging times do 
not necessarily have to be a bad thing. On the bright 
side, the pandemic has allowed us to reassess the way 
we do business created a lot of efficiencies. Everyone 
stepped up proactively and adapted to the new normal. 
We are still reassessing and I urge everyone of you 
to always be optimistic. Even with the effects of the 
Pandemic waning we must continue to remain aware 
that Covid-19 is still out there. 

Until till next quarter, stay safe and well. 

Dennis Sparks

  

This is a recipe you can prepare if want to impress friends 
and family. Chicken Tikka masala is a classic curried dish 
with soft tender chicken, simmered in a delicious aromatic 
tikka masala sauce/gravy. The dish comprises two 
components-the chicken tikka and the other one is masala, 
which is the gravy or sauce in which the tikka are simmered. 

Ingredients 
5kg Chicken Thighs or Leg ¼s  
(20 Leg ¼s cut into Thigh and Leg)

Tikka marinade:
2lt full cream milk (UHT)
200ml oil (any)
300ml lemon juice 

8 tablespoon fresh ginger 
grated
20 garlic cloves minced
200g curry powder
4 teaspoon salt

Method
1.  Mix Marinade ingredients in a large bowl. Add chicken, 

cover and marinate 12 to 24 hours 
2.  Preheat oven to 180C/350F. Line a tray with foil and 

place a rack on the tray.
3.  Remove chicken from the Marinade, shaking off excess 

(reserve Marinade), and place on the rack. Bake for 
20 minutes, and then slather Marinade generously on 
both sides.

4.  Bake for a further 10 minutes, brush/dab top with 
Marinade.

5.  Bake further 10 minutes, do a final baste with Marinade 
then spray with oil.

6.  Increase heat to 220C. Bake for a further 10 to 15 
minutes until you get some nice charred spots. 

Serve with Minted Yogurt and Yellow Rice.
Serves 20



Working at  
Height Training

Gilson Koi
Inventory Control & Accounting Officer -  
iPi Transport 

1. What has ears but cannot hear?
A cornfield.

2. What’s the best way to burn vegetables?
Roast them.

3. Which condiment adds the most kick?
Horseradish.

4. Why are butchers so hilarious?
They always ham it up.

FOOD  
JOKES

5.  Which friends should you always take 
out to dinner?

Your taste buds.

6.  What kind of vegetable is known for 
spoiling?

A leek.

7.  What’s the best food to eat before a 
workout?

Mussels.

8. What are the most dangerous recipes?
Grade A beef

9. When is eating just like school?
When you have three or four courses.

10. What’s an omnivore’s favourite food?
Zoo-chini.

11. How do you truly savour a hot dog?
With relish.

12. What’s the most relaxing type of pasta?
Spa-ghetti.
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A one-day training was scheduled and held on 11th of May 
2022 inside iPi training room (Lae).

The training aims to help staff understand the risks involved in the 
Working at Heights (WAH) tasks, understand what is WAH and to ensure 
controls required to address the WAH risks are fully addressed prior to 
conducting task. Also, a license to conduct WAH task.

Four hours of theory and another four hours of practical session was 
completed whole of the afternoon at our Workshop section (Hotbay). 

A total 12 participants attached with the Workshop/Properties 
Department were issued certificates after completing the training 
delivered by Harness Energy.

The names of the participants are as follows:

1. Albert Nanko
2. Collin Kipusing
3 Gobang Aiban
4. John Lipu
5. Konit Solowan
6. Mark Sailas

7. Philip Lapi
8. Richie Hoveku
9. Ronald Miwoni
10. Stanford Tsigoto
11. Tiriyu Donane
12. Wurin Weranen



Views of Fairfax Harbour and Burns Peak 

His & Hers master ensuites

Open plan kitchen with SMEG appliances

BOSE Home Theatre systems and surround sound

Infinity edge swimming pool

Fitness Centre 

BB� and Entertaning Facilities

Fully furnished and serviced daily

Secure undercover parking and private storage bay

Onsite manager

24/7 Security and back up power

Waterfront Shopping Mall, Royal Papua Yacht Club, Ela Beach,

Harbourside Caf4's and Restaurants, all located within � minutes drive
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Airvos Avenue, providing easy access to Port Moresby's, business districts,

shops and social venues. The apartments are all fully furnished with modern

and quality fixtues suiting both professionals and families.

The iPi Group 
Level 4, Stratos Tower, Stratos Avenue, Waigani, Port Moresby  
Tel: 311 3250   Email: iPiGroup@iPiGroup.com.pg    

THE PROPERTY

PROPERTY FEATURES

www.iPiGroup.com.pg

EXECUTIVE STYLE LIVING 

WITH VIEWS TO MATCH



Apprentice Training a Success
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The Apprenticeship Program in partnership with the PNG National Apprenticeship 
Trade Testing Board (NATTB) is a four year long training, structured to ensure we 
develop a highly skilled workforce, display staff competency and meet the varied 
needs of our valued clients.

The training aims to provide an opportunity for individuals 
to improve skill gaps, strengthen work performance, gain 
valuable hands-on experience and give a chance to gain an 
industry-recognized national certification.

Conrad Walu, a chef apprentice based at the iPi SP Brewery 
operations in Lae, recently completed his apprenticeship 
training in Commercial Cookery. He initially began with 
iPi Unitech in 2017 then continued with Igam Barracks, 
he was later transferred to our SP Brewery project site to 
sharpen his skills and knowledge.

iPi Catering Chef Trainer, Soni Taka said Conrad was utilized 
in different areas on a daily basis which enabled him gain 
fundamental skills and knowledge.

“Conrad has showed enthusiasm, dedication, commitment 
and genuine passion for cooking throughout his training. He 
was given hands-on training in kitchen management, cooking 
foundations, and food health and safety procedures, where 
he has performed to a satisfactory standard.

“His punctuality, work attitude and performance are well 
acknowledged,” said Soni.

Conrad says the supportive work culture at iPi Catering 
was a moral and confidence booster, and added that he is 
grateful to be given the opportunity to achieve his goal.

“At last, I reached my goal.

“This means a lot to me and my family especially during this 
tough time when job seem hard to get.

“I am very thankful to iPi Catering for providing me the job 
opportunity to complete this apprentice program.

“I have received endless support from managers and 
committed trainers who have wealth of knowledge and 
experience. 

“These resourceful trainers have developed and built me up 
in this program. 

“The completion of this program has marked a new chapter, 
gave new hope and power in my life. I am very grateful for 
this achievement.”

iPi Group CEO Peter Long applauded Conrad on his 
achievement and said: “I am happy and overly delighted 
for Conrad and his SPB team in Lae – and the trainers who 
have helped him through the process in order to gain his 
qualification.”

On behalf of the iPi team, congratulations Conrad. Your hard 
work, time and perseverance has paid off. Kudos to you!!!

...The insider



first in tailor-made  
logistics solutions
in Papua New Guinea

"Qualified, professional, 
enthusiastic catering & 

industry personnel"

IPi catering is one of the largest volume, industrial caterer and camp 
service providers in the Asia Pacific region, providing extensive food 
service operations to the PNG mining, resource and service sectors.

Whether your requirements are for a remote 50 person fly camp, 
or a 2000 strong multi facility mine site base - no matter what the 
location or how extreme the conditions, iPi Catering can deliver!

iPi catering successfully balances variety and taste with nutrition, 
consistency, reliability, food safety and value for money.

All meals are prepared with the best ingredients using the latest 
food handling procedures and safeguards.

Logistical support in terms of supply chain, storage and 
administrative assistance, all serve to promote exceptional 
solutions for all our valued client and partners. 

www.iPiGroup.com.pg
The iPi Group Stratos Tower, Stratos Ave, Waigani NCD 

Ph: (+675) 478 4300  Fax: (+675) 475 1417   
Email: iPiGroup@iPiGroup.com.pg

iPi Catering

CERTIFIED
ISO 9001:2015 

Quality Management and HACCP 
Accreditation at multiple locations in PNG



The fact is that when you just change 
everything, you lose the power of the past. 

Written by Des Penny 
Co-CEO and Founder
Proteus Leadership
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GROWTH
Don’t be afraid to take one step backwards so that you can move two steps forward. I am a firm 
believer in having and building a growth mindset. But growth does not mean being the biggest 
and the shiniest, it means constantly repositioning ourselves to be relevant, while maintaining the 
desire and passion to continue moving forward. For the past decade we have been promoting change 
management and everything that comes with it, in an attempt to help people realise what life can and 
will be like moving forward. 

Although this has been, and still is, a necessary part of our 
evolution, it has left many people behind and others failing 
to cope. The rate of change in the past decade has been 
so rapid that it has actually created a divide in people that 
is based on their ability to accept the change and then 
instantly apply it to their lives.

Those who disagree, or are slower to adapt, can be quickly 
left behind, still struggling with the current change, while 
the next one is upon them. Change is good! We have all had 
to make lots of it. But have we made change when it was 
unnecessary, or just expected of us, when really, we just 
needed to reposition ourselves?

Repositioning is not about constantly removing the 
past and starting again, but rather about building on what 
we have already done so that we can remain relevant. 
People often become so overwhelmed and disillusioned 
with change management because they think they have to 
strip everything and start again. To do so is neither smart 
nor effective! 

Things change, but that doesn’t mean you don’t keep and 
build on what is working. So, understand what you need to 
do differently, understand what you need to quit doing and 
understand what you need to keep doing. This is called 
Repositioning! 

Don’t just make a difference – BE the difference! 

To some this might sound like another ‘trite’ motivational 
quote, but if you stop to consider and then act on this 
statement, it can literally change what you do, how you do it 
and what the future could look like. 

So often, strategy and activity can over take involvement, 
participation and action. We work so hard on planning how 
things could be different and how things could look, that 
we fail to take on board Gandhi’s great piece of advice – 
to become the change we wish to see. 

People are influenced by what they see far more than 
just by what they hear. It is great to strategise and then 
communicate that strategy, but unless it results in 
behavioural change by all stakeholders, then it can confuse 
and disappoint, no matter how good the idea was, or 
the intention is. So, if we want to truly make a difference, 
then we must practice what we preach, lead by example 
and begin to be the difference on a daily basis. Double 
standards are never sustainable! 

Don’t give up – build resilience

I have been in business for many years now and I think I have 
had to tackle almost every obstacle and challenge in the 
book, but I have to say 2018 almost broke me. It seemed that 
the more I did for people and the more I gave, the more I was 
attacked and for a short time I became disillusioned. 

To be honest, I get why people give up! Sometimes the 
stress and the pain seem to outweigh the benefits, but the 
fact is that we always come out the other side, we just need 
to decide whether we come out battered or better. 

But in these times is where RESILIENCE is formed. 
Resilience is more than just coping, it is when what you 
have planted over many years presents itself at just the 
time it is needed. No matter what you do, someone will 
criticise you for it, so do what you believe is the right thing! 

Remember, those who cannot do, attack those who can! 

So, how much do you believe in who you are and what 
you do? The less you do, the less you will be attacked, but 
the more you do, the more you will be attacked. We need 
to FLIP our thinking and realise, criticism is a privilege 
because it makes you evaluate the situation and decide 

Repositioning yourself for 



So, being brave is not a special event, 
it is simply matching our actions 
with our passions and beliefs and 
living them out on a daily basis. 

“You do not need a framework for  
everything. You do not need a perfect 

strategy for everything. Just step 
out and do something, because that 

is when you will gain clarity.”
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if you will react or respond. When we choose to respond, 
we build resilience. If you truly want to be that difference, 
then see toxic criticism for what it really is. I have always 
believed that if you are not rocking the boat, then you are 
not making a big enough difference. Start to build resilience 
by practicing the art of bouncing back. 

Be BRAVE & trust your gut brain 

Everyone is telling us to be brave, but what does that really 
mean? Some people say it is about stepping out on a 
limb and maybe even being reckless, well that is not my 
understanding of it. For me, being brave is having such a 
strong belief in something that we allow it to determine 
our actions rather than our actions being determined by 
the court of public opinion. This concept plays a massive 
role when we are looking at repositioning. If your belief 
and passion for what you do is not strong, then you will 
get caught up in that cycle of change that does nothing to 
move us forward and you will be affected by the criticism 
that people dish out. 

Be brave and trust your gut brain, because it is very 
rarely wrong.

Action precedes clarity 

Peter Sheahan in his book – Flip, states that action 
precedes clarity. In other words, no plan will ever be perfect 
so we must actually step into the unknown before we can 
discover the answers. In other words, do something, or 
nothing will happen! 

There is no such thing as perfection, so what are you 
waiting for? The more we act, the less we react. What are 
those things that you are still just thinking about? Make 
them happen. 

I work with hundreds of organisations and thousands of 
leaders every year and 80% of the things that they complain 
about, or the challenges that they experience, are all about 
fear – not being prepared to just step out and do something 
until their strategy or framework is perfectly in place. This is 
called procrastination! 

Well, here is a piece of advice that I give leaders every 
time this scenario occurs. Life doesn’t work that way. 
Nothing will ever be perfect, and unless you step out and 
do something, you are in fact stopping the progress of a 
potential game changing idea. 

Be prepared to be vulnerable 

One of the greatest challenges to success is not letting 
people in. Not allowing people to see the real you. I don’t 
expect people to air all of their dirty laundry, nor tell us 
all of their darkest secrets however, if people are always 
wondering which version of you they will meet today then 
relationships will be strained and trust will be minimal. 

Why is it that we are scared to be vulnerable, to show our 
‘real’ self to others? Some people are just so guarded. They 
fear that if they let their guard down then they will be hurt or 
manipulated. Unless we are prepared to allow the ‘real’ us 
to turn up, then we will find it almost impossible to BE the 
difference, to BE brave and to BE action oriented. 

Start trusting others more, because when we reposition 
ourselves, we will need all of the support around us that 
we can find. 

Some people just simply don’t fit – set them free 

If people do break your trust or they simply don’t want 
to be a part of what is happening, then set them free. It 
does absolutely no good whatsoever constantly trying to 
convince people about how and what could be achieved. 

Help them to grow or help them to go! 

It is actually a very uplifting experience when we choose to set 
people free and it usually works out better for both parties. 

So, what now? I love the whole concept of repositioning. 
It helps me to understand that everything that I do is 
teaching me and preparing me for what comes next. That 
I don’t have to get rid of what I have already developed 
over time, and that what I have done and what I need to do 
actually go hand-in-hand. 

Repositioning is being open and adaptable to everything 
that is happening around us, but not being restrained by the 
expectations of constant change. Repositioning is about 
moving the whole picture and the associated actions, not 
just making a single change. When we simply reposition 
ourselves, we more easily become the change we wish to see. 



Life Long Learning - Australia Awards Scholarship 
Graduate Certificate in Leadership Sylvia Aihi - iPi Group IT Manager
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I would like to thank the iPi management, staff and my small but deadly IT Team for all the support 
given to allow me to attend this short course - Graduate Certificate in Leadership – Australia Awards 
scholarships 2022. First of its kind course to be introduced to PNG. 

It consists of 12 weeks fulltime study broken into three 
4-week blocks, with two blocks conducted in Port Moresby 
and the final block conducted at the University of South 
Australia in Adelaide. A great model that is less interruptive 
to our work and family commitments and allows us to apply 
our learnings into real world practice during the program.

It has surely opened my eyes to the broad and wider things 
of business and I would recommend this course to all 
Managers and Leaders. 

25 of us ranging from Air Niugini, PNG Ports, PNG Power, 
Kumul Consolidated Holdings, Water PNG, Banking industry, 
Aviation, Mining sector have been undertaking this study 
since February, 2022.

We have studied topics ranging from Strategic 
Management, Leading and Managing Organizational 
Change, People Leadership Performance (Organizational 
Behaviour), Diversity Equality and Inclusion.

Highlights worth mentioning: Strategic Management in 
terms of a Company’s Goals and Objectives and the planned 

action(s) to achieve those. Its Mission statement, Vision 
and Core Values – I was so excited when we were asked 
about this and how to grade each of the companies we 
worked for. IPI Group ticked all the boxes. This can mean 
only one thing – we have had an excellent Captain at our 
ship’s helm – Mr Scott O’Reilly. 

Most times, Managers spend 70% in the business than on 
the business so I must admit, it was an eye opener for me. 
Most of the other participants realized that their companies 
mission statements, visions needed to be reviewed. All had 
nil core values. So you can imagine how I must have been 
feeling at that time – PROUD of iPi GROUP, of course.

A Light bulb moment for me: Competitive Edge over other 
challengers in our line of our business. This is one thing I 
keep asking myself and others in this company. If we at IPI 
need to survive, what is the one thing or some things we can 
do very differently from other companies that will give us 
that competitive edge?

We need quality Leaders in this company to drive us forward 
and onward to greater heights. 
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IN THE PRESS
iPi Group Donates 480 cartons  
Tenkyu. Wara to Hospital

“With forward looking vision toward innovation, growth, 
sustainability and respect for the people and our 
communities, The iPi Group’s Tenkyu. initiative is an 
example if this commitment to our people and community.

“As we continue to develop, we want to give back to the 
community whom support us in a meaningful way,” said iPi 
Group CEO Peter Long.

Last Friday, The iPi Group donated 480 cartons of Tenkyu. 
Wara to Angau Memorial Hospital in Lae.

The generous donation worth K9,504 in-kind is part of the 
Group’s ongoing commitment to contribute meaningfully 
back into the communities where they operate.

“We thought that the potential of the Hospital using bottled 
water would be nothing less than a good thing for a great, 
genuine and worthy cause,” said Mr Long.

In response, Morobe Provincial Health Authority acting 
Director Corporate Services, Aung Kumal, thanked the Group. 

He said, “on behalf of Morobe Provincial Health Authority, I 
sincerely thank the iPi Group for donating 400 plus cartons 
of bottled water to Angau Hospital.

“Your kind gesture will very much contribute towards 
delivery of quality health care to our patients.”

Long further added that The iPi Group is delighted to help 
and assist under any circumstances.

iPi Transport and Logistics manager, Brian Warrillow was 
onsite to deliver the 7,200 water bottles. That is a total of 
3,600 litres of HACCP certified, purified water PNG,  
Tenkyu. wara.

K960 profit from initial purchase of Tenkyu. wara will go 
towards Tenkyu. initiatives.

Scan the QR code for 
more information on 
the Tenkyu. initiative 

and Tenkyu.wara.
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McKinsey 7-S Framework

Making Every Part of Your 
Organisation Work in Harmony

Do you know how well your organisation is positioned to 
achieve its goals? Or what elements influence its ability to 
implement change successfully?

Models of organisational effectiveness go in and out of 
fashion, but the McKinsey 7-S framework has stood the 
test of time.

The model was developed in the late 1970s by Tom Peters 
and Robert Waterman, former consultants at McKinsey 
& Company. They identified seven internal elements of an 
organisation that need to align for it to be successful. 

In this article, we'll explore the seven elements in detail, 
and learn how it can be used to improve performance or 
manage change in organisations by ensuring that they all 
work in harmony.

When to Use the McKinsey 
7-S Model

You can use the 7-S model in a wide variety of situations 
where it's useful to examine how the various parts of your 
organisation work together.

For example, it can help you to improve the performance 
of your organisation, or to determine the best way to 
implement a proposed strategy.

The framework can be used to examine the likely 
effects of future changes in the organisation, or to align 
departments and processes during a merger or acquisition. 
You can also apply the McKinsey 7-S model to elements 
of a team or a project.

The Seven Elements of the 
McKinsey 7-S Framework

The model categorizes the seven elements as either "hard" 
or "soft":

Hard Elements Soft Elements

Strategy 
Structure 
Systems

Shared Values 
Skills 
Style 
Staff

The three "hard" elements include: 

> Strategy. 
>  Structures (such as organisation charts and 

reporting lines).
> Systems (such as formal processes and IT systems.)

These elements are relatively easy to identify, and 
management can influence them directly.

The four "soft" elements, on the other hand, can be harder to 
describe, and are less tangible, and more influenced by your 
company culture. But they're just as important as the hard 
elements if the organisation is going to be successful.

The 7S model shows how the elements depend on each 
other, and how a change in one affects all the others

Let's look at each of the elements individually:

>  Strategy: this is your organisation's plan for building 
and maintaining a competitive advantage over its 
competitors.

>  Structure: this is how your company is organised (how 
departments and teams are structured, including who 
reports to whom).

>  Systems: the daily activities and procedures that staff 
use to get the job done.
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>  Shared Values: these are the core values of the 
organisation and reflect its general work ethic. They 
were called "superordinate goals" when the model was 
first developed.

> Style: the style of leadership adopted.
> Staff: the employees and their general capabilities.
>  Skills: the actual skills and competencies of the 

organisation's employees.

The placement of Shared Values in the centre of the model 
emphasizes that they are central to the development of all 
the other critical elements.

The model states that the seven elements need to balance 
and reinforce each other for an organisation to perform well.

Using the McKinsey 7-S Model

You can use the model to identify which elements of 
the 7-S' you need to realign to improve performance, or 
to maintain alignment and performance during other 
changes. These changes could include restructuring, new 
processes, an organisational merger, new systems, and 
a change of leadership.

To apply the McKinsey 7-S Model in your organisation, 
follow these steps:

1.  Start with your shared values: are they consistent with 
your structure, strategy, and systems? If not, what needs 
to change?

2.  Then look at the hard elements – your strategy, structure 
and systems. How well does each one support the 
others? Identify where changes need to be made.

3.  Next, look at the soft elements – shared values, skills, 
(leadership) style, and staff. Do they support the desired 
hard elements? Do they support one another? If not, 
what needs to change?

4.  As you adjust and align the elements, you'll need to 
use an iterative (and often time-consuming) process of 
making adjustments, and then re-analyzing how that 
impacts other elements and their alignment. The end 
result of better performance will be worth it.

Summary

You can apply the McKinsey 7-S framework to almost any 
organisational or team effectiveness issue. The 7-S' refer to:

1. Strategy.
2. Structure.
3. Systems.
4. Shared values.
5. Style.
6. Staff.
7. Skills.

If something within your organisation or team isn't working, 
chances are there is inconsistency between one and / or 
more of these seven elements.

Once you reveal these inconsistencies, you can work to 
align these elements to make sure they are all contributing 
to your organisation's shared goals and values.

The process of analyzing where you are right now, in 
terms of these elements, is worthwhile in itself. But for 
it to be truly effective, you'll also need to determine the 
desired future state for each factor. This will help you make 
changes and improve performance so that all seven factors 
are aligned across your organisation.

Shared 
Values

Strategy

Systems Structure

Staff

Skills Style



Transport

Solutions

iPi Transport's Heavy Vehicle 
Maintenance Facility, Administrative 
Centre and experienced Transport 
Logistics personnel based in Lae, 
provide total and comprehensive 
maintenance and fleet control - 
24 hours a day, seven days a week, 
all under our ISO 9001:2015 Quality 
Assurance Certification.

Our advanced fleet includes Kenworth 
prime movers, B-Doubles, bulk fuel 
tankers and general container trailers, 
Whether your critical cartage needs are 
for the mining and resource sectors of 
PNG or for an owner operator business 
- your business is valued by us!

iPi Transport have been delivering 
precious cargo safely across PNG for 
over 15 years. Guaranteeing your 
delivery, whether that be hundreds of 
thousands of litres of fuel per day or 
much needed dry cargo, 
across some of 
the most rugged 
landscapes found 
anywhere in the world 
is what we do best!

Innovative

www.iPiGroup.com.pg
The iPi Group Stratos Tower, Stratos Ave, Waigani NCD 

Ph: (+675) 478 4300  Fax: (+675) 475 1417   
Email: iPiGroup@iPiGroup.com.pg

first in tailor-made  
logistics solutions
in Papua New Guinea

iPi Transport



15 staff members from the iPi Group head office in Port 
Moresby were issued certificates early this quarter after 
completing a two-day financial literacy training.

The training was conducted by Bank of South Pacific Financial 
Group (BSP) through its Financial Inclusion Program.

BSP Banking Education officer, Naomi Sion, delivered a theory and 
interactive session where staff were encouraged to share their daily 
financial challenges.

Upon giving practical savings and budgeting tips she said: 
“individuals must learn to spend less than they earn and get into 
the habit of saving money every day or week.

“It is better to track your earnings and spendings in order stay 
within your budget.”

Naomi said the training aims to promote financial inclusion further 
urging staff to utilize BSP's digital platforms for their convenience. 

“Financial inclusion is an individual’s ability to access and 
effectively use financial products and services that meet their 
needs to be delivered in a responsible and sustainable way.

“Use BSP’s online platforms to access banking products and 
services easily.” 

 iPi Group HR Admin supervisor Margaret Baru thanked BSP for the 
insightful session and stated it has helped her.

“I have benefited much from this training. It has broadened my 
knowledge especially in saving and budgeting.”

In closing, iPi Group HR Manager, Julie Sema commended staff for 
participating said: “We are grateful for this training because savings 
and budgeting are lifelong skills.

“It will also enable us to make better financial decisions.”

iPi Staff Attain Financial Literacy Certificate By Angela Peng
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Inter Youth Chaplaincy Day

iPi Catering was pleased to support this year’s Inter Youth Chaplaincy Day. 

St Paul’s Chaplain chairman, Lieutenant Colonel Boniface 
Aruma, was delighted to shed light on the event when we 
caught up with him at Murray Barracks.

The idea for the Inter Youth Chaplaincy Day was proposed 
to empower youths through music. It is an inaugural event 
that has the potential to grow and have a wider positive 
effect on society, provided it is nurtured, organised and 
facilitated with genuineness. 

The IYCD Concert took place on the 30th of July at Murray 
Barracks with the theme ‘Today’s Youth Tomorrow’s 
Leaders- Empowerment Through Christ’. The theme was 
chosen to remind the youths that each of them has a 

responsibility to fulfil in the church, community and country 
as a whole.

An estimated total of 30 youths from various Catholic 
Military Chaplaincies took part this year. Youths from St 
Paul’s (Murray Barracks), St John’s (Goldie Barracks) and St 
Peter’s (Taurama Barracks) performed original praise songs 
according to the guideline provided. Music performance by 
the groups included range of style from choir, string band 
and full bands withs songs sung in both Pidgin and English.

The event aims boost confidence, creativity and 
cooperation and provides a platform for youths to take part 
in something that positively impacts the community.

IYCD 2022 Banner

St Peter’s Group Youth group from Murray Barracks with their prizes

iPi Catering staff ready to serve refreshments

Goldie Barracks youth group with their prizes

St John’s GroupYouth group from Taurama Barracks with their prizes

Photo courtesy: Lt Col Boniface Aruma



GOOD NEWS 
STORIES… 
Always a welcome 
invitation 
Hello readers the ‘insider’ here… 
On behalf of the team can I please pass on our 
sincere thank you for all the contributions 
to this edition of the iPi Group’s ‘insider’ 
magazine. 

Your stories and your photos are always embraced, 
and a reminder whilst we do our best to include the 
photos sent through it is far better that we receive high 
resolution shots as this does improve the overall look 
and quality of our publication. 

Keep in mind that the iPi Group’s ‘insider’ is your 
broadcast medium and we highly encourage you to use 
it. It is your message board and it is a wonderful means 
of highlighting to all in and associated with the iPi 
Group the things that are happening around you, your 
workplace, your community, your province, and your 
sporting interests and successes as way of example. 

We warmly welcome your participation in the 
publication, and wish to see your happy snaps, hear 
about your suggestions, your favourite fashion tips, or 
your achievements.

…the ‘insider’ 
BusinessDevelopment@iPiGroup.com.pg 

On behalf of the iPi Group, congratulations to the 
newlyweds Vela and Kevin Neil, who officially tied the 
knot in front of their close friends and family on the 
3rd of August, 2022.

We wish you every happiness together!

1. What is your role?
 I am attached with iPi Catering in the Vanimo project
site, Vanimo FOB, as a Head Chef.

2. Where is your hometown?
 I come from Kerowagi, Kundiawa District- Chimbu
Provinve.

3. How long have you worked with iPi Catering?
 I joined the iPi Catering team of Vanimo FOB on 5th
June, 2017 as chef. I was appointed Head Chef and
Assistant Site Manger 3 months later. This year would
be my 5th year.

4.  What is the best thing about being part of The iPi
Group?
 The best thing about being part of the iPi Group is the
focus on staff development programs

 I like and enjoy the focus on job site training provided
by the Group Chef Trainers.

5. What is your personal motto or mantra?
I live, learn and work as a team.

6. Three words to best describe you:
A) Cooperative

B) Fun

C) Loyal

7.  What are two career lessons you’ve learned thus
far?
A)  Be professional is your approach and attend to

client needs.
B) Be responsible when doing your job.

8. What is your favourite meal?
 I am a simple man. I love my pork and kaukau (sweet
potato), but I would prepare other protein I usually with
rice and vegies would be chicken, beef, fish and tinned
food as well.

9. What do you like to do on your days off?
 I spend my time with family at home, having fun playing
or watching movies with my kids or simply catching up
with friends.
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‘insider’ Staff Profile 

Michael Apa 



Remembrance Day
Callum McKinnon
iPi Catering Project Manager
PNG Defence Force
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Remembrance Day in Papua New Guinea is 
observed annually on the 23rd of July to honour 
the services of soldiers from the PNG infantry 
battalion who supported Allied Forces at Awala 
in the Kokoda Region in 1942. This was an 
historic landmark in the country’s history as it 
was the first time PNG soldiers had engaged in 
battle on native soil. 

This Memorial Day is intended to remember the members 
of the PNG armed forces who died on duty in World War 
One, World War Two and the subsequent peacekeeping 
and law and order engagements in PNG and abroad.

Gunfire Breakfast was the name given to the breakfast 
taken by the soldiers prior to a morning battle. During 
World War One, Bully Beef was served with coffee laced 
with rum. This would’ve been prepared and eaten as any 
fire and smoke would’ve given their position away to the 
enemy. With bayonets fixed, ready to face some of the 
worst experiences they could imagine, rum acted as a 
form of ‘liquid courage’ and to ‘liven the senses’.

The breakfast has since evolved into a hot meal like 
bacon, sausages, saute potato, baked beans, fried eggs, 
bread, fruit platters and of course coffee and rum.

This year, Remembrance Day was commemorated with a 
Gunfire Breakfast at Murray Barracks, Taurama Barracks, 
Igam Barracks, Moem Barracks, HMPNGS Tarangau and 
FOB Vanimo. The turnout was great and our iPi staff all 
stood to prepare and serve over 1300 breakfasts after 
the dawn parade for PNG DF soldiers, invited guests and 
their families. 

Lest we forget
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‘Raun Raun’ with iPi 



www.iPiGroup.com.pg

ENGLISH FRENCH CHINESE

Port Moresby
National Capital District

POM Catering Office, iPi Villas, iPi on 
Airvos, iPi on Ugava, SP Brewery, Murray 
Barracks, Goldie River Barracks, Taurama 
Barrack, the Air Transport Squadron and 

the Navy base in Port Moresby

Tolukuma
Central Province 
(iPi Catering and  

iPi Transport)

Lae
Morobe Province 

(iPi Transport Admin and Operations, 
SP Brewery, Erica St Warehousing 

and Igam Barracks) 

Goroka
Eastern Highlands 

Province 
(iPi Transport)

Mount Hagen
Western Highlands Province 

(iPi Transport including 
operational centre)

Vanimo
Sandaun Province 

(iPi Catering)

Lorengau
Manus Island 
(iPi Catering)Wewak

East Sepik Province 
(iPi Catering)

Porgera
Enga Province 

(iPi Transport, iPi Catering, 
iPi Warehousing and  
iPi Accommodation)

Hides
Hela Province 
(iPi Transport)

Napa Napa
Central Province 

(iPi Catering)

Kiunga
Western Province 

(iPi Catering)

Madang
Madang Province 
(iPi Transport and 

iPi on Regina)

The iPi Group’s vertically 
integrated logistical 
operations are as varied as 
the needs of our many clients:

-  Commercial Catering 
-   Fully integrated Camp 

Management
-   Warehousing and  

dry goods storage
-   Transportation 

of bulk fuels and 
dangerous goods

-   Property development 
and management

THE iPi GROUP OPERATIONS 2020 
First in tailor made logistics solutions in Papua New Guinea

Follow  
us on: 

Level 4, Stratos Tower, Stratos Ave, 
Waigani NCD, PNG 

Ph: (+675) 311 3250 (POM) 
(+675) 478 4300 (LAE) 

Email: iPiGroup@iPiGroup.com.pg


